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The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to Java® 9 and the powerful Java platform Written
for programmers with a background in another high-level language, this book applies the Deitel
signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores the Java® 9 language and
APIs in depth. The book presents concepts in fully tested programs, complete with code
walkthroughs, syntax shading, code highlighting and program outputs. It features hundreds of
complete Java 9 programs with thousands of lines of proven code, and hundreds of software-
development tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with an introduction to Java
using an early classes and objects approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics,
including JavaFX GUI, graphics, animation and video, exception handling, lambdas, streams,
functional interfaces, object serialization, concurrency, generics, generic collections, database
with JDBC™ and JPA, and compelling new Java 9 features, such as the Java Platform Module
System, interactive Java with JShell (for discovery, experimentation and rapid prototyping) and
more. You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented programming and the object-
oriented design ATM case study, including a complete Java implementation. When you’re
finished, you’ll have everything you need to build industrial-strength, object-oriented Java 9
applications. New Java® 9 FeaturesJava® 9’s Platform Module SystemInteractive Java via
JShell—Java 9’s REPLCollection Factory Methods, Matcher Methods, Stream Methods, JavaFX
Updates, Using Modules in JShell, Completable Future Updates, Security Enhancements,
Private Interface Methods and many other language and API updates.Core Java
FeaturesClasses, Objects, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism, InterfacesComposition
vs. Inheritance, “Programming to an Interface not an Implementation”Lambdas, Sequential and
Parallel Streams, Functional Interfaces with Default and Static Methods, ImmutabilityJavaFX
GUI, 2D and 3D Graphics, Animation, Video, CSS, Scene BuilderFiles, I/O Streams, XML
SerializationConcurrency for Optimal Multi-Core Performance, JavaFX Concurrency
APIsGenerics and Generic CollectionsRecursion, Database (JDBC™ and JPA)Keep in
TouchContact the authors at: deitel@deitel.comJoin the Deitel social media
communitiesLinkedIn® at bit.ly/DeitelLinkedInFacebook® at facebook.com/DeitelFanTwitter®
at twitter.com/deitelYouTube™ at youtube.com/DeitelTVSubscribe to the Deitel ® Buzz e-mail
newsletter at www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.htmlFor source code and updates, visit:
www.deitel.com/books/Java9FP

“Content is expertly covered. Java 9 introduces modules―a major shake-up to the Java
ecosystem that brings numerous benefits, but also new challenges, terminology and patterns.
Developers moving to Java 9 must know how to interact with modules, and this book does an
expert job at clearly introducing these concepts. The book also covers numerous other Java 8



and Java 9 features, such as JShell, lambda expressions and JavaFX improvements. With this
knowledge, developers can realize massive productivity gains by benefiting from the state of the
art in Java. I highly recommend this book to all professionals aiming to keep current with the very
latest Java developments.”―Jonathan Giles, Consulting Member of Technical Staff,
Oracle“Provides a thorough introduction to the JShell tool for discovery. Java 9 for Programmers
takes full advantage of that with interesting exercises.”―Robert Field, JShell Architect,
Oracle“Covers JavaFX functionality that makes it easy to create nice, active user interfaces. A
great overview on how concurrency can help developers leverage multi-core
processors.”―Johan Vos, CTO, Cloud Products at Gluon, Java Champion“The combination of
theory, clear explanation and example code makes this both a great learning experience and an
excellent reference that is useful for any developer to have close at hand. Provides a great
overview of the Java Platform Module System! I particularly like the way you explained the
importance of modularity. Code examples are sufficiently complex to be realistic, but simple
enough to understand. Covers all the topics I expected to see on modularity (more actually,
especially around visualizing dependencies).”―Trisha Gee, JetBrains, Java Champion“Nice job
on JShell. The most recent changes to Java are by far the biggest evolutions to the language
and the platform in over 20 years. The changes are complex and intriguing, but Paul and Harvey
have distilled the concepts to an easily digestible form, with plenty of examples. This book is an
incredible, comprehensive source for deeper learning of Java and its ecosystem.”―Dr. Venkat
Subramaniam, President, Agile Developer, Inc. and Instructional Professor, University of
Houston“Gives the benefit of the wisdom derived from many years of software development
experience!”―Edward F. Gehringer, North Carolina State University“Great book for studying the
world’s most popular programming language. Introduces good design practices and
methodologies from the beginning. Excellent starting point for developing high-quality, robust
Java applications. Really good, clear explanation of object-oriented programming fundamentals.
Excellent polymorphism chapter. Introduces JavaFX, the great new way to develop client
applications in Java―I like the use of Scene Builder to create GUIs with drag-and-drop design
rather than by hand, which shows the way it should be done. Excellent generic collections
chapter. Covers lambdas and streams well.”―Simon Ritter, Oracle (now Deputy CTO at Azul
Systems)“Want to take your Java skills to the next level? This book is the ultimate guide. I’ve
enjoyed and learned much from it. Every major Java feature is masterfully covered. This is more
than a book―it’s a career-building program. I really enjoyed t--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorPaul Deitel, CEO and Chief Technical Officer of Deitel & Associates,
Inc., is a graduate of MIT, where he studied Information Technology. Through Deitel &
Associates, Inc., he has delivered hundreds of programming courses worldwide to clients,
including Cisco, IBM, Siemens, Sun Microsystems, Dell, Fidelity, NASA at the Kennedy Space
Center, the National Severe Storm Laboratory, White Sands Missile Range, Rogue Wave
Software, Boeing, SunGard Higher Education, Nortel Networks, Puma, iRobot, Invensys and
many more. He and his co-author, Dr. Harvey M. Deitel, are the world’s best-selling



programming-language textbook/professional book/video authors. Dr. Harvey Deitel, Chairman
and Chief Strategy Officer of Deitel & Associates, Inc., has over 50 years of experience in the
computer field. Dr. Deitel earned B.S. and M.S. degrees in Electrical Engineering from MIT and a
Ph.D. in Mathematics from Boston University. He has extensive college teaching experience,
including earning tenure and serving as the Chairman of the Computer Science Department at
Boston College before founding Deitel & Associates, Inc., in 1991 with his son, Paul. The Deitels’
publications have earned international recognition, with translations published in Japanese,
German, Russian, Spanish, French, Polish, Italian, Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese,
Korean, Portuguese, Greek, Urdu and Turkish. Dr. Deitel has delivered hundreds of
programming courses to corporate, academic, government and military clients.--This text refers
to the paperback edition.
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Justin A., “A good reference book.. I was previously using Murach’s Java book, which is a good
book, but after having someone recommend me this book, I use this one as my primary book for
reference. It explains things in detail without becoming too verbose, especially for someone who
has programming experience in another language; but in addition, a complete beginner could
also find this book very useful.”

Loren Bergeson, “Just the right level of detail to gain a firm Java foundation. This book hits the
sweet spot of not requiring preexisting knowledge of Java, yet telling you enough within 1000
pages so you can be competent to write Java programs well in the work place. All of the main
features of Java are covered in enough detail so you know how they should be used -- and the
book avoids going into more detail than what a person needs to know to get their job done,
which means that actually *finishing* the book is an achievable goal.”

Travis Sauter-Hunsberger, “A good, in-depth look at the Java language. I really appreciate the
depth of information in this book. I knew some Java before buying, from tutorials and such. I
intended to read the book cover-to-cover, but I dreaded those first few chapters covering
information I already knew. It turned out I found new information even among the very familiar
subjects. This book is clearly designed to prepare you for Java programmer certification, which
isn't what I was looking for, per se, but I'm happy with it. Highly recommend, especially if you
have a serious interest in learning Java.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I especially liked the coverage of JavaFX. Very well written book. It cover
most major topics in Java. I especially liked the coverage of JavaFX, "Lambdas and streams",
and "Concurrency and Multi-core performance. The books programming example are clear and
well documented. Also, I like the authors emphasis on using Java's built-in library for
programming advanced functionality instead of creating code from scratch.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “excellent resource. excellent resource; gives lots of information and
practical examples”

M2Flyer, “Superb text!. Excellent text for experienced programmers in other languages. As with
other Dritel books it is well thought out.”

Ricky Davis, “Five Stars. It seems to be a nice book. I like the way that it integrates UML into the
tutorial.”

Alberto San Martin, “Five Stars. The best.”



Neil C, “A great book for even an inexperienced programmer like me. Well written with easy-to-
follow step by step guidance, this book is a masterpiece for Java programming learning. It is
long, but every step along the way has clearly crafted relationships-life examples that I could
relate to. Also, my one query sent to the authors was responded to immediately. A great book for
even an inexperienced programmer like me.”

Mr Q, “A lot of really well explained information.. So far from what I have read I am very
impressed.I like the talk through on SceneBuilder. Its the kind ofbook you can take anywhere
with you. Its not as bulklyas Core Java Vol 1 & 2.I would have liked to have seen somthing on
Network programming, Sockets etc.I have three books decticated for that prupose.This is great
book to add to my collection of Java programming books.”

Farai, “Java Developer. Great book! I needed to learn Java asap & this book is certainly taking
me through the paces. I love it!!!!!”

Andrea T., “Completo di tutto. Premetto di aver scelto questo libro dopo aver cercato a fondo su
internet, dopo aver letto le prime 200 pagine posso affermare che a questo libro non manca
nulla. Si parte con delle basi per Java, nel mio caso avevo gia' studiato Java sui tutorial ufficiali,
ma in modo grossolano e nonostante sapessi gia' molte cose, e' stato un ottimo ripasso, non
noioso. Non solo, nel frattempo ho imparato ulteriori cose, e sono solo ad 1/5 del libro. Il libro
scorre fluidamente e ogni dubbio che mi e' sorto leggendo una pagina, poi e' stato colmato
leggendo qualche pagina successiva. Lo considero un libro a tutto tondo, lo sto utilizzando per
preparare un programmino non molto semplice e questo libro approfondisce molto bene gli
argomenti che mi interessano.Se avete gia' delle basi in altri linguaggi di programmazione come
il C ma non avete ancora affrontato la programmazione ad oggetti, il libro cerchera' anche di
spiegare a modo i concetti base che ci son dietro.Java 9 e' uscito il 21 settembre 2017, mentre
Java 10 e' uscito il 20 marzo 2018. Il libro cerca di utilizzare le nuove features di Java 8 e Java 9
dove possibile.Se non ne siete ancora convinti, potete leggerlo su safaribooksonline
gratuitamente con la prova gratuita dei 10 giorni.”

Francisco García, “Si ya te iniciaste en Java, te compras este.. Tiene un porrón de hojas con
ejemplos super bien explicados. Se supone que el Hellow World ya lo pasaste.Las hojas son
tipo papel cebolla, lo cual hace que el tamaño del libro lo puedas leer en el sofá.Digno de tener.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 72 people have provided feedback.
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